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Abstract
Context With limited access to mechanisms of early

detection, the vast majority of breast cancer cases present

at late stages in developing countries.
Objective To determine the clinical efficacy of a hand-

held point-of-care medical device that could potentially

assist allied healthcare workers to perform standardized
Clinical Breast Examination in low-resource settings.

Design, Setting and Participants Nine hundred and

eighty-nine healthy women visiting Manipal Hospital,
Bangalore, for annual health check were recruited for

bilateral breast examinations. Additionally, 20 women

attending the hospital with breast-related symptoms were
also recruited as part of the opportunistic screening pro-

gram. Each woman was examined by three independent

methods, each blinded to the other two: iBreastExam
(iBE), Clinical Breast Examination (CBE) by an expert

clinician and Breast Imaging (mammography or breast

ultrasound).
Main Outcome Measures Sensitivity, Specificity, PPV,

NPV for iBE and CBE were derived with Breast Imaging
tests used as reference standard.

Results Out of 916 enrolled participants, 93 were con-

firmed by imaging to have at least one breast lesion.
Clinical Breast Examination in comparison with imaging

detected breast lesions with Sn = 65 %, Sp = 94 %,

PPV = 52 %, NPV = 96 %, and iBreastExam reported
Sn = 84 %, Sp = 94 %, PPV = 60 % and NPV = 98 %.

In women below age 40 (314 participants), iBE detected

breast lesions with Sn = 85 %, Sp = 93 %. All malignant
lesions were identified by iBE, while one non-palpable

malignant lesion was missed by clinician CBE.

Conclusion The point-of-care Breast Imaging device
(iBreastExam) performed with significantly better sensi-

tivity, by 19 %, than CBE to detect breast lesions while

reporting high specificity (94 %) and NPV (98 %). In
younger women population under the age of 40 years,

where the prevalence of dense breast is high, iBreastExam

demonstrated high-performance characteristics. iBreast-
Exam detected all malignant lesions in this study, while the

clinician’s CBE missed to detect a non-palpable malignant

lesion. iBreastExam can be a promising tool to provide
clinically effective and standardized breast examinations in

low-resource settings to detect breast lesions at early

stages. The device can also be an effective screening tool
for younger women with dense breasts.
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Introduction

In 2012, 145,000 new cases of breast cancer (BC) and
70,000 deaths were reported in India. BC is the most

common cancer in women worldwide, disproportionately

affecting low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).
52.6 % of new BC cases occur in LMICs, and this is

expected to grow to 70 % by year 2020 [1].

Five-year survival rate is poor 40–60 % in most LMICs
as compared to 80–90 % in high-income countries (HICs).

Lack of secondary prevention programs (population-based

screening) and enhanced treatment are the two major dif-
ferentiating factors for poorer BC outcomes in LMICs.
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A cost-effective handheld breast scanner
for use in low-resource environments: a
validation study
Robyn B. Broach1, Rula Geha1, Brian S. Englander2, Lucy DeLaCruz1, Holly Thrash3 and Ari D. Brooks4*

Abstract

Background: With the incidence of breast cancer rising worldwide, we are evaluating the iBreastExam (iBE) (UE
LifeSciences Inc.), a handheld breast scanning device that can be utilized by community health workers to screen
for breast abnormalities. The purpose of this study is to determine the sensitivity of the iBE in a population
undergoing diagnostic breast imaging.

Methods: Adult patients presenting to a breast imaging center for a diagnostic workup were eligible. Patients
underwent an iBE exam performed by a trained ultrasound technician followed by their indicated imaging.
Demographic, imaging, and biopsy data were recorded.

Results: Seventy-eight iBE exams were completed, 77 females and one male with a mean age of 42 (21–79). All
patients were evaluated by ultrasound, 52 had diagnostic mammography and 39 had biopsies. Imaging and/or
biopsy confirmed a mass (fibroadenoma, cyst, papilloma, myofibroblastoma, fat necrosis, DCIS, or cancer) in 60
patients. Twelve patients had a cancer diagnosed. In total, 342 quadrants were scanned, 77 quadrants had lesions
confirmed on imaging, and iBE correctly identified 66 lesions for a sensitivity of 86 % and specificity of 89 %.

Conclusions: This validation study demonstrated excellent sensitivity of iBE for the identification of clinically
significant lesions in patients presenting for diagnostic imaging.

Trial registration: A Cost-Effective Handheld Breast Scanner for Use in Low Resource Environments: A Validation
Study: NCT02814292.

Background
The incidence of breast cancer is rising rapidly world-
wide. Since 2008, the incidence of breast cancer has
increased by more than 20 % worldwide [1]. Globally,
breast cancer now represents one in four of all cancers
among women. Early detection improves the survival
rate, makes treatment less costly, and lowers the overall
burden of the disease. The iBreastExam (iBE) device was
developed as a pre-screening tool that could identify
women in need of further breast imaging without re-
quiring extensive breast screening infrastructure. This
inexpensive handheld device uses piezoelectric palpation
to enhance the clinical breast exam (CBE) for detection
of breast masses that require further investigation.

The iBE device was built on the principle of the
piezoelectric finger (PEF) detector. After their initial
development, the PEF was proven in bench-top work
on breast phantoms and subsequently in excised hu-
man tumors with excellent detection ability and size
prediction [2]. A pilot in vivo clinical trial was then
completed using a very basic array of four PEFs with
excellent detection of breast lesions in women un-
dergoing clinical evaluation [3]. Subsequently, the iBE
device was developed as a 16 finger array with a rapid
wireless mobile processor algorithm and durable bat-
tery powered handpiece. The device was developed to
be operated by a technician or health care worker and
does not require a radiologist for interpretation. This
prospective study was designed specifically to validate
the ability of the iBE device to detect breast abnormal-
ities worthy of further diagnostic imaging.
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!
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(
Background:!
In(2012,(145,000(new(cases(of(breast(cancer(and(70,000(deaths(were(reported(in(India.(The(survival(rate(is(poor;(over(
60%(of(cases(present(at(advanced(stage.((Clinical(breast(exam((CBE)(is(the(mainstay(of(screening,(but(is(limited(by(lack(of(
trained(medical(professionals.((Routine(mammography(screening(is(virtually(impossible(due(to(limited(resources.((The(
iBreastExam((iBE)(is(a(portable,(handheld(piezoelectric(pressure(sensor(that(electroYmechanically(palpates(the(breast(to(
differentiate(variances(in(tissue(elasticity.((The(goal(of(the(iBE(in(India(is(to(enable(allied(healthcare(workers(to(perform(
breast(exams(in(190M(women(between(ages(30Y70(in(order(to(find(treatable(cancers(earlier.(((
(
Methods:(
ThirteenYhundred(women(from(Pune,(India(were(recruited(for(bilateral(breast(examinations.((A(trained(allied(health(care(
worker(would(scan(each(breast(using(the(iBE(in(a(clockYwise(manner(and(then(the(patient(would(undergo(CBE(by(a(
health(care(worker(and(then(by(a(doctor.((No(further(investigations(were(performed(if(iBE(and(the(CBE(were(negative.(If(
the(iBE(and/or(the(CBE(was(positive,(the(subject(was(asked(to(undergo(a(breast(ultrasound.(If(the(ultrasound(was(
positive((including(cyst,(fibroadenoma(or(suspicious)(then(the(subject(was(recommended(to(undergo(fine(needle(
aspiration((FNA).((((
(
Results:((
Out(of(the(1300(patients,(158(returned(with(a(positive(finding(by(CBE(only((22),(iBE(only((9),(or(both((127).((Fifteen(
patients(declined(to(obtain(a(followYup(USG(breast(exam.((A(bilateral(ultrasound(was(completed(on(143(patients(
resulting(in(94(patients(with(positive(sonographic(findings,(17(of(which(were(bilateral(positive(findings.(Eight(patients(
underwent(FNA(and(3(were(found(to(be(malignant.(None(of(these(were(missed(by(iBE(or(physician(CBE;(one(was(missed(
by(healthcare(worker(CBE.((The(sensitivity(and(specificity(of(the(iBE(when(compared(to(physician(CBE(is(Sn=77.66,(
Sp=98.96.((However,(CBE(is(not(the(gold(standard(to(determine(a(true(positive(so(ultrasound(was(used(to(determine(the(
sensitivity(and(specificity(of(iBE(and(CBE.(The(sensitivity(using(the(ultrasonography(results(for(CBE((Sn=95.49(Sp=60.57)(
and(for(iBE((Sn=97.29,(Sp=69.14)(were(superior(to(the(sensitivity(and(specificity(of(the(lay(healthworker(CBE.(((
(
(
( Ultrasound(positive( Ultrasound(negative( No(U/S(
Expert(CBE(positive( 106( 69( 14(
Expert(CBE(negative( 5( 106( 1130(
iBE(positive( 108( 54( 12(
iBE(negative( 3( 121( 1122(
(
Conclusion:!
The(iBE(is(a(powerful(tool(that(can(be(widely(used(to(screen(for(breast(pathology(in(women(who(do(not(have(access(to(
routine(preventive(health(care(or(mammography.((Laypeople(can(be(trained(on(the(device(and(provide(access(to(preY
screening(for(women(in(rural(and(poor(communities(in(developing(nations.((We(have(shown(that(the(device(is(as(
effective(as(CBE(done(by(an(expert(physician.((Patients(with(positive(findings(can(then(be(referred(to(medical(centers(for(
further(evaluation.(Since(iBE(may(be(more(accurate(than(CBE,(a(study(is(currently(ongoing(to(determine(the(sensitivity(
and(specificity(of(iBE(when(mammography(screening(is(used(as(the(gold(standard.(
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Abstract
Mammography  is  key  to  detection  of  breast  cancer  in  high-risk  populations.

Currently,  aside  from  palpation  and  risk-assessment  questionnaires,  there  is  no  prescreening  test
that  can  improve  the  accuracy,  safety,  and  cost  effectiveness  of  screening  low-risk  populations.
The  piezoelectric  finger  (PEF)  is  a  radiation-free,  portable,  and  low-cost  breast  tumor  detector  we
developed  to  be  used  as  a  prescreening  tool.

Patients  presenting  with  breast  abnormalities  detected  by  palpation  or  imaging
were  enrolled  in  this  IRB-approved  study.  The  PEF  testing  was  performed  with  the  patient  in
supine  position  before  undergoing  biopsy  or  surgical  excision.  The  locations  of  the  lesions
detected  by  PEF  were  compared  with  those  confirmed  on  imaging  or  pathology.

A  total  of  40  patients  were  enrolled  and  46  lesions  were  confirmed  by  imaging  or
pathology.  The  PEF  reported  55  lesions,  with  9  false  positives  and  2  true  positives  not  originally
found  on  imaging  or  palpation.  The  overall  sensitivity  of  the  PEF  test  was  87%  (40  of  46).  In
women  40  years  old  or  younger,  overall  sensitivity  was  or  100%  (19  of  19).  In  women  who  had  a
lesion  visible  on  mammography,  PEF  had  a  sensitivity  of  83%  (24  of  29).  Of  these,  in  women  aged
40  years  or  younger,  PEF  identified  all  7  mammographically  visible  lesions,  including  2  malignant
lesions.  When  compared  with  ultrasound,  PEF  correctly  identified  87%  (34  of  39)  in  this  group.  Of
these,  in  women  aged  40  years  or  younger,  PEF  identified  100%  (19  of  19)  of  all  ultrasound-visible
lesions.

The  PEF  identified  abnormalities  in  all  39  patients  who  presented  with  breast
abnormalities  and  did  not  demonstrate  any  false  negatives  that  would  prevent  the  patients  from
additional  evaluation,  which  makes  it  a  good  prescreening  tool.  In  addition,  PEF  demonstrated
100%  sensitivity  in  women  aged  40  years  or  younger,  a  traditionally  low-risk  population.

Copyright  ©  2013  American  College  of  Surgeons.  Published  by  Elsevier  Inc.  All  rights  reserved.
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Subject tttility of iBreastExam Device

To Whom lt May Concern

It is my pteasure to extend this letter of support for the clinical utility and usability
of iBreast Exam device in the Indian eontext to enable early detection of breast
cancer.

Breast cancer cases have doubled in the last twenty years in India (as well as in
other emerging economies) and the trend continues to grow. lt is now the leading
cause of cancer related deaths in tndian women; most cases still present at late
stages, diminishing the effectiveness of treatment and the chances of survival.
Early detection of breast cancer is critical for better health outcomes.

The iBreastExam innovation, developed by Mihir Shah and his team at UE
LifeSciences, is a hand-held device & has a potential to be used by community
health workers to perform standardized breast examinaiions to identify early
stage unsuspecting breast tesions. In clinical studies (performed in India), which
included about 2000 patients, iBreastExam has demonstrated high clinical
efficacy for breast lesion detection.

iBreastExam can complement Clinical Breast Examination (CBE) performed by
Health Care Workers and can be tested on a larger scale to assess its efficacy.
After having reviewed the literature and having used the device personally, I am
satisfied with this innovation and support its use to assess its efficacy to
compliment to CBE in India for large scale community based breast cancer
screening programmes

SinceEe!1r, F,\\\\DL
Dr. P. Raghu Ram

# :1-g-3LlL, Minister Road, Secunderabad - 500 003. Andhra Pradesh, lNDlA. Off: +91-(0)40 - 4488 5190, 4488 5191
E-mail : p.raghu ra m@ hotmail.com Website : www breastca ncerind ia.org






